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2/26/72 
Dear Js, 

Generous mailing and letter 22 fascinating. ijv fear is that you 'll feel compelled 
to write when you have no time, but this is a very valuable letter. It helps my understandin 
,uch, an helps my understanding ofciliy uninspired understanding of such garguantuan events 
involving a country of which i know so little compared to you. I do have some knowledge of 
the east, believe I am alone in having (very accurately, let me boast) predicted the Jap. 
attacks (as of preceoding 9/15), did dig Evans Fordyce Carlson out of oblivion (and had 
the whole thing stolen, including the movie Gung Ho!, the title of- my piece. 

As by now you know, I have been trying to keep you both current with TV. I missed 
someof what you saw, although I was impressed with the uniformity of that impressive guard. 
I did not understand they wot'e carefully selected from the north. I did notice how well 
they maintained parade positions for so long and was surprised, at the informality of the 
very few in charge, something unique I am sure, both informality and small number. 

You detected correctly on Ray, when I was afraid to really spell it out. He has, as 
you also know. But I felt he fell for itr,i instead of what he now says, that it didn't happen. 
Oddly, the UPI Exam story has several things net in the eastern versions of the same story. 
Row easy do you suppose it is for him to carry a block and tackle undetected? If it were 
four-fall, then it would have had to have 200 feet rope for him to make it. Net 20-foot 

height as I'd been told but 40! Imagine the ease with which a to-priority prisoner 
walks all around in a max. security jail with all that kind of bulky stuff! And they have 
become deliberately lax under this new warden, who, frankly, I liked. I haven't ,sited in 
or out last six times, nor did Jerry, so there is no record of our being there! Too many 
other things relate, like reEent effort warden to get TV crew in. lie- has protested this in 
every way he can. Bud has finally written letter I asked of him 8-10 months ago, telling 
warden he and Ray have long made clear Ray wants no media people and he expects warden not 
to write him each individual case. That was not enough. Ray had already said no to this one. 
he didn't know, but it was net crew, and they spent valuable time going there without an 
advance ok, also strange. 

Trying to cope with a mind like his is pretty difficult. By now you know the docile 
reaction. I figured wrong. I feared he might break off, at least protest or express resentment 
but instead he wrote me what he did not tell his lawyers!And a long letter. he got one out 
to sic alone when you could have sent me. He had written it in advance. I suppose that if he 
lives over a period of tine more by being straightforward than by being honest or right I 
may reach him in time. I'm returning thatextra carbon because Je expressed interest. I do 
not wont to overload you or your files, but unless I request return, not necessary, and the 
only reason I asked yo4 not to throw it away it because I had made no extra carbon should 
I later want a dupe, as I can't now anticipate. Sometimes it can be worthwhile having a coxpy 
in. sane hands. The Ra  stuff, when I carbon, is only to the lawyers, and on the assassinations, 
I can't regard WO as sane. Anything can happen, so extras elsewhere can have potential use. 
With a few words from JER I could break this. With a good publisher, without a word from him 
I now could. But the curse on me and the subject is too much to overcome, hence letter to 
McGraw, for which thanks on taking time for coment. That Irving Trust crack got around fast. 
I think I sent you one of them in print, sroosing in mail. 

Now for the really interesting part, China. I think a number have credited Snow publicly. 
But note also enclosed, that DirtyTricky had idea 11 years ago, for DirtyTricky reasons only. 
And someone beat us to it in spotting him a copier. George Dixon, with whom I worked for four 
months in his brash, bushy-haired reporter days, before successful marraige and moderation 
required for successful syndication, was sharp when i knew him. And inconoclast. 

I didn t note faces generals. Aside from comtextual reasons for cool reeenptien, there 
is one ever2one seeris to have missed, not to give offense to proceeding dignitary visitors. 
Ixthink we both. foresaw that it would be difficult for either side to really lose. Either 
might gall far short of ghat it expected, us more than them, but both had to exneet +s. In 
this case, as I think I've indicated they have one-upped us in our forte, pees., ane used us to 



do it to us and for them. There are rich harmonies and chox:ds nobody has noted, and as I 
would expect, would most of all reach the right nerves in china and among her closer 
neighbors, When WE fly in there in massive planes and they clean the streets by hand; and 
then Nixon is content to fly, as he hau never, to my knoA.edge, in any other country, 
in a smaller plane, an old and outdate one, of USSR manufacture at that; when we take tn 
ill that supereostly electronics stuff and they walk or use bikes on its broadcasts; 

\:, when Nixon has this enormous entourage and there is only lone Chou; it gives a special 
perspective, We are, in the eyes of their peers, almost hat-in-hand....There wore times when 
from the reporting the sit. seemed ambivalent. 4hardles of what comes out of it or doean't, 
an more than enough, from my point of view, already has for it to be an enormous success, 
I think they have even more contempt for us and what we represent Plus a better under- 
standing of how danergaus we are and can be, how stupid, and how crazy the system that 
that vomit up a Nixon, am certain that at the ve least Chou was reflecting a sincere 
personal contempt in the lack of expression and other things, like spearation in walking, 
that have reported, Separately, we reached almost identical conclusions, you saying on 
the beginning of the third day of the success, "they're going to get something very substantial 
and. valuable to them if they haven't already gotten it." I think they had enough when Nixon 
asked, and all the much since then-has been rich gravy. VERY rich! 

I'll go farthur than you (foils rushing in and all that) on "It doesn't have to be 
Taiwan." I am aware of the number Of lock-stock--barrel-tank-cannon-last man desertions 
to Liberation Army (not, every TV ref. I  heard used these words) of Chiang's forces as 
fast as we trained. them, as I am of at least a number of Chiang defectors of high station. 
The problem is not Chiang. It is the investors, us and the Jopaonse cop, I rather suspect 
that we will in time learn that the Japanese read the clicking of the ping-pong balls as 
the tolling of chimes and have started to unload what they could. I an aware of traditional 
oriental patience, that they do not expect anything oveanight. I think the only real 
hangup now is what you indicate elsewhere, Nixon's position, I think that can be skirted 
without costing him much if anything, but I think he is too stupid, Kissinger too Strangelovian 
and, if anyione else with imagination is left, he'd never be heard. A declaration that 
Yaiwan has always been part of China matched with a delcaration not to shed blood to return 
it could be based on the sayings of Chairman Chiang. He could. even be offered. lifetime 
governorship. 

I'm inclined to part with you on VN, whether Le Due Tho is present or not. Here Dixon 
has to fearhis hawks and generals and Mao has to avpid any inference of interference in 
any other and esp. smaller country, Besides, I think Mao/Chou too wily not to realize that 
VN settlement is meaningless with any remaining US presence in area, if only fleet, not a 
man on land. Nixon can't think of anything like that, Most I can conceive declaration of 
principles, and that could be much. Like North Atlantic Charter, which 1p:oula give the 
stupid Nixon those great names. Roosevelt and Churchill, to vote this year. Le Due T'ho's 
presence, his leaving Paris, could. have other meaning, if, it really happened. I fear there 
is a traditional and lingering lack of full trust in the ponerful neighbor to the north, 
a fear that they might be sold out, and I don't think it possible, at least not likely. 

W1j.at I call a statement of principles and you a regional settlement may not be far 
apart, Aside from the chanoos of the nuclear age, with which ha we have cone to grips less 
than anyone, as I have been trying to get my young friend Howard, who has all my olf VN files, 
to consider, very much of what Nixon has done is domeatic, regardless of whore ho implemennts. 
The budget, deficits, balance of trade and other clues are, I think, the really important 
ones, but US leaders lack comprehension of how to cope with thins things and if they did 
realize the only means possible, they'd lose al.-;- real political sup:ort, for it means the 
aost radical change in the economy, with no real uses for the largest factories of the ultra-
rich (GM, GE, etc.) Unable to do anything hers, the pol looking ahead looked east, where 
he had to look any vay because of what' there. 

If I indicated I feared China would go for a pact agaeri;3t USSR, I don't recall and don't 
thick I ever conceived it except, possibly, as a Nixon endeavor, and then he couldn't word 
it that way. I am 	aware that the pact atc`31lds an_ that not only ha:. China not broken 
the milotary alliance, but the USSR has been careful not to. Either can initiate a trove to 
kisa and make up at mos any time but more iaportantly, it is a mutual declaration, not 
having been declared null, by both, that they do anr ail) stand together  agaainst othera. 



Not one of my ?o;3 friends or the younger ones nith whom I infrequently discuss 

thesenatters is awore of this tract from what they say and reflect and not one comprohends 

the significance of neither side abrogating it despite the bitterness between them. 

None of this is to say the ill 	would not conceive of either trying or trying to 

make it look like a secret deal of this, kind was in the works. 

The real birch hangup is the need of capitalist economies for war. Wore it not for tint, 

there would be relatively little problem today now that both China and Russia are establised 

as major powers with enough nuclear zap, as 6hina has now, save that it remains vulnerable. 

Were I to have any hunch of an unforecast worry, it would be J paneso paranoia, for they 

have overfast become oversich and verexpanded, with major political forces also forces of 

evil and. of the evil path. You don t mention them, but I fear they can be enflamed rather 

easily by their soliticiamis to visualize a threat I do not from the resurgent Chiba whose 

chains have forever broken. They'll be being at Sinkiang, not the people who go out and 

clean the streets. And give back worn-out drycells they think may yet have value. 

In general you Ere right in talking of a traditional counterbalance. Nut I think our 

internal controls have ahiftea and the negotiators who intend to negotiate very little and 

pretend very much are no longer the spokesman for the moneholders. Today it is military/ 

management, and that nay alter it in a way I haven't tried to think through and don t know 
if I really know enough to try. I suspect that the plakboy Metternich (who is among the 

reasons I'll be sending you some LIFE' s) may see it the way you say. Nixon can see it any 

way he is told, as long as ho is also told profit comes from it. I don't think it is as mach 

his wisdom as he need that led him to make his bid with the older Chinese leaders still 

alive. I think without this and despite what he has reduced in UN casualties, he'd be in 

dire political straits, and the country/s economy is that way. Full credit to him. He 

can t any long argue he inherite, the war with his war budgets. 

Where you tell me of the nuclear-age, revolutionary leaders and their consistency with 

the methods of the distant past you really fascinate me...I saw Je'o note before reading 

to this point and enjoyed the Panda story so much interrupted her bookkeeping for a client 
to show. Great! Brilliant, really. 

I was not aware that Service and Davies reported Mao would. have preferred us for allies. 

What was done to them is, then even more insane (whom the Gods would destroy!). Sometimes 

when you have the time, I'd welcome expansion on the "astounding rapport in many ways" we 

have with the Chinese. Unless you moan that they arc a new frontier and we or the "older" 

countries are closest to ours. I think we have forgotten it in most parts of the land and 
in the control of every aspect of life. Reflect a bit and see if you think it is fair to 

say we drove Mao into Russia's arms. ill think that under any circumstances there would have 

been a close relationship politically, deEipite. Ma0(s daring to be right about too-litoral 
interpretation of the dieties of the USSR. There coula have bean closer economic ties with 

US, but I think there would have remained, the political bond with the USSR 

Only if you get to details would I agree that it is foolosh to predict what will come 
of this. I think that despite the bankruptcy of Nixon and whatever sinister devtce lurks 

in Kissinger's mind, this is a major development in histroy. In its simplistic formulation, 
China is the debutante on the world social scene and is recognized. She has come. She is 

established. Bat that is an over-simplification, a recongition of the very minimum. It 

means her recognition as a major power, an equal. I think it also moans the and of the 

kind of adventures on which we alone have embarked in recent :oars in other landh. They 

can now be only in China's trot', oad she will not now have to accept them. And won't. 

this means problems for us, not them. I would not be uncoil ing to believe that it can 

mean the and of wars as we have knolin them, from the ono we have yet to know, nuclear, to 

counter-revolutionary. If this eventuates, then it is perhaps one of the most ciolificant 

developments of all histry. They'll be taking credit for Nixon for it here, but it will be 

less his due than Dulles', if I may be obscure as I have to come to thog end of something 

1've enjoyed. 'de repeated_ the saoo-miotoke wo oade with rovolutionary Russia and forced. 
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both into a do roe of unity and self-sufficiency that would othorpise have been Tore 
difficult, whether or not inevitable. 't 	hclpful to have an enemy arothud when your 
awn enemies can rally with you. 

- 	.  
bad about the ahite's. Once they o wealth and fame, they are diUorent aa6 

before long they are like the angel who can't go homec, he has become his own pope. I 
think you'd have found that bit.  of TV entertaining and a bit painful, kuoAlv what he 
could have been. Thefc are few Snows, and few can travel that raod with as little privation 
as he (he 12 also ddressed in the LFFEs). Re is, in fact, just about unit DC in the success 
of his survival. .kost others have a problem just survivin in any form enabling the 
pros 	of integrity. 

un the NBC documentary: if you ask too late, I do have it. If you will in the future 
write about this period and its meaning, I think the other one of which I irote, 
Misunderstanding China, would be Jyrth having. I think it was CBS. qse office adress 
and bet they xerox last copies if necessary! 

Methinks you must have your own futures files. Why not the piece you think Fairbanl',e 
woild do so well? I think that despite the greater detailed knocaedge an historian and 
scholar might have, the piece could be more effective done by a first-peroening journalist. 
I'm tola that there is a trend toward commercial preference for the first person in non-
fiction. This is but .!= beginning0 There will be many rushing in and retailing vicarious 
work. By the time yeuf.re ready for it, there will be a market of respectability. 

I went through the package £rour efficient wst office starting cancelling stamps 
carefully about 2 months ago!) to return what Je asked be returned promptly. I'll go over 
the rest as changes in Face or in between times. I've still not decided how to complete the 
epilogue on which I've been working and I'd best get back to that. If I face surgery after 
consultation Nednosday (and I can't imagihe it's being serious if even necessary) and if it 
is not in.ediate, as I think after ta.o months it would not likely be, I'd rather have the 
writing done do that while it is healing I can use the one hand. to edit. By my god, if I 
have to write expolid adds, poor Lil! The book is a monster. But dynamite. I hope to continue 
the surgery I have started, this time on Marshall, Lattimer and Graham, who I'll treat 
relatively lightly, as a utensil. China kind-no pun. Not Chinese China, bedroom china. 

I noted your opulent "poor Vauter" while going through what you sent. Wjen Graham 
had been promised access through any paths  ho selected and so told me before Lattimer saw 
anytir e, , why so selective in your expressions ofsolicitude?But as you ma;! have imagined, 
Vawter has been silent. And the regulation I told him he didn't t know, the one that controls 
him, reguires that he forward his decision as an appeal so that, if it becomes necessary 
and he is silent, I can fly to the closest federal court. 

Thanks agains for all of J0'5 trouble and for your taking thin time I LnuA you really 
son t have, t is also good for me to get mature views on anything. All our current friends 
are young, with the intolerance and positiveness of all young ever, and imature despite 
their intelligence. Those we know of our age are without political uiuien-stuxiding or interest. 
There is virtually no progressive interst of ;illy kind in this area, not even among- the 
few peaconiks, And while I've been winding thin up, I've given Lil your letter to read before 
I put it away and we forget it in her major preoccupations as a temporary breadwinner. 

1_,y the way,  your ref to Je's taping and my knowledge that she Cr. nsfrilJes: I was given. 
a not-toe--old clictabelt machine, master and leave. They both work but they need goifl,g over. 
I can't now and can't eY,pect to be able to pay for the belts. But thin works backward and 
forward and there is no skip lien you stop. I'm sure overhaul would cost little and I'd be 
han.oy if you could be interested.. It can't be over six nears old and hasn t been wied 
for throe. unless the friend who bought it was conned by the deLler. But even it if is 
older, I think it would be a real tonvenience in trarscribin, You could still tape on 
reels an then you c::)uld dub on belt what you want to t-anscribe. Best regards, 

L 


